Sky VIP
Welcome Gift

Sky VIP - Welcome Gift - Terms and Conditions
1. 	This reward is only available to Sky customers who have joined Sky VIP by invitation. Permanent Sky
employees and outsourcer employees who receive free or discounted Sky as part of their employment
package and that have an active Sky TV, Sky Broadband or Sky Talk subscription are also eligible to redeem
this reward.
2. 	This reward will give you a Sky Store HD Digital Buy & Keep movie up to the value of £13.99 (€16.99 in the
Republic of Ireland).
3.	Each household is only entitled to receive one free Welcome Gift movie.
4.	This reward can either be redeemed on the Sky Store on your Sky box or from the website skystore.com.
5. 	To redeem this reward you must do the following:
	
a. Go to the Sky VIP section of the My Sky app, join Sky VIP and accept the terms and conditions. We will
then email you with the full instructions.
	b.

Follow the instructions in the email to redeem your reward on either your Sky box or the Sky Store
website.

	c.

All titles available to you as part of this promotion will be shown as available for £0 (€0). If you select a
reward not shown as £0 (€0) you will be charged the amount shown for that title.

	d.

Choose your title and make your Buy & Keep purchase.

	e.

The title will be stored within the ‘Purchased’ section of the ‘Recordings’ tab on your Sky box.

6. 	To go to Sky Store on the Sky Store website you need a compatible device and software (see skystore.com/
help). You can register up to four devices. A Buy & Keep title can be streamed to two devices at a time. For
streaming you need a minimum download speed of at least 2.5Mbps (SD) or 6Mbps (HD).
7. 	If you are a Sky TV customer, you need to have a compatible black Sky+ or Sky Q box connected to
broadband (with a minimum download speed of at least 6 Mbps (HD) or 2Mbps (SD)) to purchase
and watch your movie on your Sky box. Buy & Keep is not available on some older boxes. See sky.com/
boxcompatibility for more information. You need to keep your Sky TV subscription to continue getting
access to the downloaded copy on your box.
8. 	You will not be charged for the title you choose and it will not affect your bill, unless you have selected a title
not shown at £0 (€0).
9. 	Choosing your Welcome Gift reward will not affect any other offers on your account.
10. 	Downloading and streaming count towards any broadband usage cap or limit.
11. 	You cannot use the reward for box sets, rentals, Blu-rays, DVD’s, pre-orders or Sky Store Premiere.
12. 	By choosing your Welcome Gift reward, you agree to the Sky Store terms and conditions.
13.	The Promoter is Sky UK Limited (registered number 02906991) of Grant Way, Isleworth, Middlesex TW7 5QD
(Sky/we/ us). Vouchers for customers in the Republic of Ireland are given by Sky Ireland Limited (registered
number 547787) of Fifth Floor, One Burlington Plaza, Burlington Road, Dublin 4.
14. 	These terms apply in addition to the Sky VIP terms and conditions which you agreed upon joining Sky VIP.
In the event of any conflict between these reward terms and the Sky VIP terms, these terms apply.
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